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THE ELASTIC-PLASTIC MECHANICS OF CRACK EXTENSION
James R. Rice*
ABSTRACT
This paper briefly reviews progres~ in the elastic plastic analysis of crack extension. Analytical results for
plane strain and plane stress deformation fields are noted, and elastic-plastic fracture instability as well as
transitional behavior and combined rate and thermal effects are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Background material for this review of work concerning the elastic-plastic analysis of crack
extension is supplied largely by a survey on plasticity aspects of fracture by McClintock and
Irwin( 1 ), by a survey on crack plasticity and fatigue by Rice(2) and by several recent reports(3-6)
discussing tensile plasticity problems. Since these works either have or shortly will appear in the
published literature, it appears most appropriate here to attempt a brief synopsis of progress to
date, viewpoints achieved, and problems remaining to be solved, without specific reference to
detailed mathematical methods and results.
PLANE STRAIN DEFORMATION NEAR CRACKS

Plane strain conditions prevail when plastic regions are small and transverse contraction prohibited by constraint of surrounding elastic material (as with a small plastic zone relative to the
thickness dimension of a cracked plate). This deformation mode presents the least tough configuration for a cracked body, excepting the foil range. Analysis has proven possible under the assumption of elastic as well as plastic incompressibility, and while this assumption is appropriate in
highly strained regions near the crack tip, certain features of the solutions suggest the necessity
of choosing realistic Poisson ratios. The plane strain slip line theory is then applicable within
yielded regions of a non-hardening material(a). Consequences are: (1) a large hydrostatic stress
elevation directly ahead of the crack, with a maximum tension of 2.57 times the uniaxial yield
stress for a Tresca material and 2.99 times for a Mises material, (2) a strain singularity varying
inversely with distance from the crack tip in centered fan regions directly above and below the
tip, but no large strain concentration directly ahead of the tip (unless finite geometry changes are
considered as discussed below), and (3) a displacement discontinuity at the crack tip so that the
end region opens into a blunted shape. The path independent energy line integral developed by
Rice(3) leads to approximate estimates of the maximum zone dimension and opening displacement
as well as lower bounds.
Blunting plays an impo~ant role in creating large strains directly ahead of the crack tip, contrary to our usual notions. Slip fine fields drawn for a crack with tip rounded by plastic deformation
lead again to fans above and below the tip, but now the fans are non-centered and focus into a
region ahead of the tip comparable in size to the opening displacement, causing intense deformation
ahead of the crack as well as above and below the tip. No detailed analysis of blunting has yet
been carried out (although Wang (7) has considered a similar problem for the fully plastic case).
The importance of such calculations is readily seen as crack opening displacements are on the
order of the initial yield strain times a linear dimension of the plastic zone, meaning that the
blunting affected region of large strains extends over size ranges of 50 to 150 microns even for
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fairly brittle structural metals fracturing with plastic zones in the neighborhood of a quarter to a
half inch in size. Not surprisingly, the same size scale is pertinent to the mechanisms such as ductile void growth discussed at this meeting b'y McClintock.
Near crack tip plane strain singularities may be found for incompressible materials hardening
according to an equivalent shear stress proportional to equivalent strain raised to a hardening exponent N( 4, 5). Again, the largest deformations result above and below the crack tip, although
some limited strain intensification results directly ahead. Blunting remains important as the highly
strained region ahead of the tip is fully comparable to dimensions of the rounded cracktip. One
noteworthy feature of the solution is the very rapid increase of stress triaxiality with hardening
exponent. The ratio of maximum tensile stress to equivalent uniaxial flow stress is constant
directly ahead of the crack, as along any radial line emanating from the tip. Values of the stress
ratio directly ahead are, for a Tresca material, 2.57 when N = 0 (as anticipated from the perfectly
plastic slip line theory), 3.36 when N = 0.1, 4.21 when N = 0.2, and 5.85 when N = 0.3. Values
about 1 5 % higher result for a Mises material. Thus in addition to stress elevation by hardening
alone, a further elevation results solely by modifying stress ratios ahead of the crack. The assumption of elastic (and perhaps even plastic) incompressibility becomes suspect, however, at such
large stress ratios and predicted values are very likely somewhat in excess of actual stresses.
Predicted plastic zone sizes and the general pattern of plastic deformation are in reasonable
agreement with etching experiments on silicon iron reported by Rosenfield at this meeting, and
also with the more nearly plane strain results obtained in as yet unpublished work by W. G. Clark
at the Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Detailed comparison with experiment is presently impossible for two reasons. Only the dominant crack tip singular terms have been obtained, and
other terms may result in as yet unknown complete solutions. Also, the neglect of compressibility
will surely modify predicted results in the highly stressed region ahead of the crack where approximate estimates of plastic zone size from the singular terms alone are considerably smaller than
the small dimensions observed.
Examination of perfectly plastic limit deformation fields for notched bodies in plane strain( 1, 8)
shows the lack of uniqueness inherent to near tip deformation fields in the large scale yielding
range. Low stress level fractures may be correlated in terms of a single parameter since the elastic
stress intensity factor controls small scale yielding solutions(1- 3); no similar single parameter will
exist at loads near general yielding, at least within the perfectly plastic idealization. The hydrostatic
stress elevation typical of small scale yielding persists to limit load for sUfficiently deep symmetrical
double edge notches; the single edge notch or internal notch, on the other hand, causes no hydrostatic elevation in limit load and the deformation field consists of localized sliding on planes at
+_. 45 ° with the notch line, rather than in the centered fans. With such significant differences in
local st.r#~ssand deformation fields, it is clear that fracture criteria based on integrated measures of
local deformation such as crack opening displacements(9-10) can be at most succesful for limited
classes of cracked geometries. Longitudinal shear calculations(11) show that strain hardening
results formally in unique singular strain distributions as the crack tip is approached, but the
region over which these singularities truly govern becomes unrealistically small at loads near
general yielding on lightly hardening materials. Rice(6) has conjectured on the form of large
scale elastic-plastic plane strain yielding at loads below limit values (and prior to the joining of
plastic regions in the double edge notch case). It appears that the plastic zone elongates considerably in a direction at 45 ° with the crack line, with originally straight slip lines of the fan
now curving and 'becoming extinct by contact with the elastic-plastic boundary, and with the
slip line initially vertical to the crack line extending toward the outer extremity of the plastic
zone so that a simple tension stress state results there. The radius of curvature of the initially
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vertical slip line at the crack tip would have to decrease toward zero as the limit load is approached in the single edge notch case for consistency with the limit field; this means that unloading
must occur within the plastic region.
PLANE STRESS AND INTERMEDIATE TRANSVERSE CONSTRAINT,
It is well known that toughness is optimized in sheet materials when the thickness is comparable
to or smaller than plastic zone dimensions, so that an at least partial shear lip type fracture results
from the through-the-thickness plane stress deformation mode. Two dimensional plane stress
formulations present some degree of mathematical simplicity, but the problem is essentially three
dimensional in nature. Hutchinson(5) has given the form of near tip two dimensional plane
stress singularities through techniques identical to those of plane strain. The dependence on
distance from the crack tip is the same for power law hardening materials, but the angular distribution of strains is very different and the most intense deformations result over a broad region
ahead of the tip. Similar conclusions result from the numerical finite element computations by
Swedlow et al.(12). The ratio of maximum stress ahead of the crack tip in plane strain to maximum
stress in plane stress is approximately 2.5 for very light hardening~5), and this ratio decreases at
first gradually with increasing values of the hardening exponent.
A very different mode of plane stress plastic deformation is envisioned in the model proposed
by Dugdale(13). Here plastic flow is presumed confined to a narrow region ahead of the tip of
height on the order of sheet thickness, in coincidence with through-the-thickness slip as elaborated
by Hahn and Rosenfield(14). Analysis is carried out according to methods reviewed by Barenblatt(21), with the crack length imagined as extended into the plastic region where yield level
stresses resist opening and the plastic zone size determined by a boundedness condition. Displacements of the extended crack surfaces are interpreted as averaged plastic strain times a dimension
on the other of sheet thickness. Rice(13) has recently shown that solutions are obtainable for the
crack tip opening displacement when the restraining stress is any function of separation distance
tha: may include hardening and subsequent necking. For small scale yielding, Irwin's elastic energy
release rate is equal to the area under the stress-separation distance curve out to a distance equal
to the opening displacement. The Dugdale model gives no detail (other than an approximate
estimate of opening displacement)in the region very near the tip; etching observations(14) suggest
a truly three dimensional state of affairs and further analysis would be useful.
Experiments on different materials tend to support both patterns predicted by two-dimensional plane stress theory and by the Dugdale model. Gerberich(15) has seen patterns of the former
type in experiments on cracked aluminum plates and Hahn and Rosenfield(14) have revealed Dugdale patterns in silicon iron. This suggests that actual results are strongly governed by the three dimensional features of the problem. Local necking will tend to shift observed results toward the
Dugdale zone, and this may be helped both by light strain hardening and by conditions under
which the plastic zone is large compared to the thickness dimension. Another feature of the
plane stress problem which has received little attention is the influence of the actual shear lip
shape assumed by the fracture. A combination of tensile and anti-plane stresses act relative to the
inclined crack plane, and both modes of deformation are presumably present.
STABLE CRACK EXTENSION AND FINAL INSTABILITY
Plastic stress-strain relations are incremental in nature so that stress and strain a~e not uniquely
related, but depend on the history of deformation. This has important implications for the
problems of extending cracks, which are clearly a more proper focus of interest in fracture
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studies than stationary cracks. Analysis has been carried through in reasonably complete form
only for the case of perfectly plastic longitudinal shear in work by McClintoek( 1, 16). In that
case the stationary crack solution results in strains ahead of the crack becoming infinite inversely with distance from the tip. Now if a fracture criterion (say, for convenience, a critical
strain at some small characteristic distance ahead of the tip) is met, the crack will start to advance
into material which has been less highly strained. But in contrast to elastic behavior, the material
is now not free to adjust its strains to the values which would have been achieved by monotonic
loading at the new crack length. Thus an additional load increment is required, at least initially, to
preserve the meeting of the fracture criterion and a period of stable crack growth begins under
steadily increasing load. An instability finally results, in the sense that the load required to maintain quasi-static extension ceases to increase with increasing crack length, and rapid extension
ensues. The amount of stable growth and ratio of instability load to initiation load increase rapidly
with increasing ductility, and depend also on the ratio of initial crack length to the characteristic
structural length. Detailed computations and approximate formulae for instability have been
given(l, 16).
A seemingly alternate analysis of stable extension has been proposed by Krafft et al. (17). Here
it is assumed that the Irwin energy release rate required to extend a crack is a universal function of
the change in length. Attempts at following such a resistance curve lead ultimately to the necessity
for a load drop, and instability ensues. Rice(6) has recently shown that the McClintock theory is
completely equivalent to the resistance curve approach at low stress levels, excepting that predictions of the shape of the resistance curve may be made in the former case.
Judging from results on aluminum alloys reported by Brock(22) and b y a s yet unpublished
results on silicon iron and a medium strength steel by E. J. Wessel and W. G. Clark of Westinghouse
Electric-Corporation stable growth (prior to pop-in) becomes negligible as idealized plane strain
conditions are increasingly approached. The latter investigators failed to detect growth in limiting
cases of large thickness to plastic zone ratios through an acoustical technique sensitive to one
mil, so it may tentatively be presumed that any extension is limited to the slight length increments
resulting in the plastic blunting of the tip. Analysis of extending cracks in plane strain, based on a
moving slip line field, predicts significant reductions of strain in the centered fans above and below
the tip(6). But this result is perhaps not inconsistent with observations, since the important factor
leading to growth effects in longitudinal shear is the focusing of large plastic strain concentrations
in toward the tip from the region directly ahead, and this does not occur in plane strain. The
focusing does result under plane stress conditions where growth effects are most pronounced. Unfortunately, analysis has progressed slower for this case and the extending crack problem has not
yet been studied. The gradual change of the fracture surface from the flat to shear lip geometry is
another important feature of the problem which will complicate analysis, particularly when extension begins as a plane strain pop-in.

TRANSITIONAL FRACTURE BEHAVIOR

Current views of static fracture strength transitions with temperature recognize that two transitions are in fact present. Fracture initiation mechanisms in steels may vary with temperature from
nearly pure cleavage to combined cleavage and ductile joining of microcracks to ductile mechanisms
involving void growth, but at the same time a geometry dependent transition from plane strain
type constraint with accompanying hydrostatic stress elevations to less constrained conditions such
as plane stress is present. While the great differences in local stress elevations mean that a
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brittle-ductile transition will generally involve transitions of both types, it is well to note that
misleadingly low transition temperatures will occur if the increasing toughness of fracture mechanisms necessitates plastic zone dimensions allowing loss of constraint. The point has been emphasized in presentations by Smith(23) and Tetelman(24). Rate sensitivity of the flow stress
enters strongly into the possibility of brittle behavior for running cracks. Brittle mechanisms are
favored by local stress elevations and in some cases by achievement of plane strain conditions in
configurations where static yield stress values would result in plane stress deformation. Here the
cracking of locally embrittled regions can serve as the critical event, as in the studies by Mylonas(18)
on embrittlement by previous mechanical and thermal treatment.
In addition to any rate dependence of the flow stress, local heat generation by plastic deformation enters for very rapid loadings on stationary cracks and particularly for running cracks. Consideration of the latter case is important in determining toughness levels at which fracture arrest
will be possible. Eftis and Krafft(19) indicate the importance of rapid quenching by surrounding elastic material in modifying the normal adiabatic stress-strain relations of fast rate tension
or compression tests, and have achieved some success in correlating fracture toughness in terms of
the strain hardening exponent anticipated for conditions at the tip. Preliminary studies of local
temperature fields have been conducted by N. Levy at Brown University. Examination of Dugdale,
anti-plane strain, and plane strain perfect plasticity models shows that temperatures predicted at
the tip are not greatly sensitive to the model employed. In fact, crack tip temperatures are finite
and the maximum temperature occurs away from the tip (except in the infinite rate adiabatic
limit) due to quenching by adjacent elastic material. This suggests that some degree of uncertainty
in the exact pattem of plastic deformation is acceptable. Approximate estimates of tip temperatures were made for mild steel, 2024 Aluminum, and 6 Al-V Titanium alloys, by employing room
temperature yield stresses and thermal properties and by taking the maximum plastic zone dimension as 1 cm. Titanium is by far the more heat sensitive. Loading times slower than 10 - 3 sec.
resulted in temperature elevations well below 25°C for steel and aluminum, but of approximately
300°C for titanium. Running crack results, neglecting inertia terms, suggest 60 to 125°C temperature rises for steel and aluminum for a speed range from approximately 50 to 500 meters per
sec., whereas a 1000°C temperature rise is predicted in titanium at about 50 meters per sec. With
high local temperatures viewed as increasing ductility as if the specimen were uniformly at the
crack tip temperature, the increasing toughness with loading rate in titanium is readily understood,
but it is unclear as to whether thermal considerations could explain limiting speeds and minimum
toughness levels in mild steel. Further refinements of calculations accounting for rate and temperature dependence of yield stress and thermal properties are required.
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RESUME - Le m6moire ddcrit bridvement les progrds r6alis6s dans l'analyse 61asto-plastique de l'extension
d'une fissure.
Les rdsultats analytiques pour les champs de d6formation en 6tat plan de tension et en dtat plan de d6formation sont discut6s. On 6tudie 6galement le comportement de transition ainsi que les effets combin6s de la
vitesse et de la temp6rature.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG - In dieser Abhandlung wird kurz der Erfolg von elastisch-plastisehen Analysen bei
Rissausdehnung. Es wurden analytische Ergebnisse fiir planierte Anspannungsvefformungsfelder und planierte
Dmckverformungsfelder festgestellt. Ausserdem wurden elastisch-plastische Frakturunbest/indigkeit, Ubergangsverhalten und Mass- und Thermaleffekte diskutiert.

